Sarah victor

09/30/2017 (Notes)
Deductive instruction says “I’m going to teach you to pray”. Exegetical teaching or inductive teaching the
children say “I’m interested and want to know what that means”
Paul: Gets the word tangential gates.
A line intersects a circle at one point.
A gate is an entrance to a heavenly dimension.
You take care of the doors so the gates will not be shut.
Paul felt the tangential gates on his head. You feel the gate as you move your hand towards Paul’s head but
not from the center of his head outwards. The gates did not feel good. The two gates formed an intersection
in front of his head.
It is all about unity. [The unity brings in the glory of God]
In Tenessee in June the tangential gates come up again. Micah mentions zero point energy.
Paul feels torsion halfway back on his head. This is the Kingdom of Heaven and the Kingdom of God.
Paul went through many periods of not sleeping contending for the revelation. He was fasting sleep for the
revelation. Since this revelation, Paul has slept well.
The Kingdom of God is not in word but in power. The Lord wants us to understand about power. The word
ekklesia is becoming very important today. Church has become a building and location and ekklesia is a
group of people who meet in the marketplace. We are the ekklesia.
The gates are on the grid.
Paul had thought that you correct things in the heavenly dimension and things get corrected on earth. The
Kingdom of Heaven is a different place than the grid (dimensions)
There are places in the heavens where we are ruling. We are theorizing that there are the heavenly places
and then there is the Kingdom of Heaven. It appears that the Kingdom of God is also a different place than
the Kingdom of Heaven.

Paul: Had a dream about levitation and floating with Micah in the dream.
Acts was the first fruits only.
God is showing us the key to healing. What if the key to healing is our unity with each
other.
Psa_133:1 A Song of Ascents, of David. Behold, how good and how pleasant it is For
brothers to dwell together in unity!

Joh_17:23 I in them and You in Me, that they may be perfected in unity, so that the
world may know that You sent Me, and loved them, even as You have loved Me.
Joann: Heard the Lord say ‘It is all about time’
https://god-equations.herokuapp.com/unity
We are on Mount Zion
Jana: Do you yet understand for all things have been given to know the Kingdoms that are at hand. It is the
process of what you would seek first for in His righteousness all things will be added for the Kingdom’s
work. [I see the word magistate]. For even the ruling of God is subjected to the sound of heaven to heal all.
And all things have been added from what you seek first.
This zero point energy is the glory that needs to be dispersed. If you have learnt anything it is the protocol
of God that you are blessed to eat the bread in the Kingdom and the increase will come. It is from the inside
out that changes all of creation, even creation is longing for the regeneration. This is the place to align to
the original intent. It is not a template but a reality for the Kingdom of Heaven will increase.
Where the law of sowing and reaping will be built upon what you bind together on earth becomes
recreation law. If you know that the Kingdom of God is within, that with the involution. This is the unity of
the power and the thrones will align if He takes first place in all even the ancient path will align for history
to be restored.
As you come in to the Kairos of God, it is the fullness of time where all things are involved. And two or
more gives precedent to His midst. Stand firm to I AM and the increase in His kiss. I set before you life and
death and this is the power of choice. Look up, your redemption draws nigh and you create the course. You
establish the highways of Zion that are connected to the heart. If you haven’t known it yet you are the
Kingdom of God. Enter in and set the course.
Joann: You have not because you ask not. Ask now. [I heard this 3 times in a loop]

Notes on prayer during session:
From JoAnn:
Lord, we accept what you want to give us.
We ask for salvation for our families and for our nation.
We ask for healing in our lives and in our family.
I am reminded that that at just the right time while we were still sinners you sent Christ to die
on the cross.
From Paul:
Lord take us out of Kronos time, out of any connection with Saturn. We declare this is your
Shabbat (prayed on Saturday). This is not Saturn’s day.
Take us out of Saturn’s day, into the Shabbat day. Lord we thank you for Yom Kippur. The
Day of Atonement. We appropriate the atonement of the blood of Jesus Christ that will rescue
us from the kingdoms of darkness and transfer us into your glorious light.
We ask first to be transferred into the kingdom of God and the kingdom of heaven. So that
what happens in the kingdom of heaven will happen on earth.
Lord please disconnect us from the ungodly queens. From Babylon.

From Sara:
Lord on behalf of myself and my family line. I repent for all covenants made with the fallen
sons of god. And inheritance we’ve received from the fallen sons of god. Where they have
come into my family line and we have inherited their seed and the seed of the serpent.
Please separate the tares from the wheat and throughout the tares and the seed of the serpent
and the seed of the fallen sons of god, and please burn it in the fire.
From Barbara:
Lord, I renounce and repent for myself and my family line for all of us who have bought into
deception. Way back to the early church. For all of us who allowed the power of the spirit to
be stamped out by doctrine.
Lord will now take us back to do the things we did at the first.
From Paul:
Lord, please remove us of of any thrones that we are not supposed to be on. Please disconnect
us from any thrones we are not supposed to be connected to. Please rightly align us with the
throne of God.
From Sara:
Lord, please remove us from all thrones which are not your thrones of glory. Remove us from
thrones of our own glory or glory of the fallen sons of god. Thrones of enchantment, delusion
and witchcraft.
Barbara:
Psalm 58 starting with verse 5
Suggestion – pray the lord’s prayer..

